About Us
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Y Secure is a leading security
solutions company based
in Hertfordshire with our
manufacturing plant based
in Bedfordshire. We provide
full protection for homes
and businesses, with the
latest cutting edge security
technology and offer a
full turn key solution from
intruder prevention to fire
and safety equipment.

We are a security company
that you can trust.

Excellent customer service,
satisfaction and your safety
is our main goal, which is
why we research, provide
and install equipment that is
developed and tested to the
highest security standards.

As all homes and businesses
are different and have
various security priorities
we will not limit you to a
“off the shelf solutions”, nor
will we persuade you to buy
what you do not need.

All of our equipment at
Y Secure has been designed
with our customers peace
of mind as our main priority,
that is why we work to
ensure all of our customers
are confident that they are
being provided with full
protection in their homes or
businesses.

If you are considering an
investment in security for
your home or business, talk
to Y Secure first, wherever
you are in the UK we can
provide you with a team
of people with the right
knowledge and experience
to make your project a
success.
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Security Doors
Security and safety is a major
concern for everyone.
Over 70% of residential
intrusions occur through the
front door. Nothing is more
important than secure doors
when it comes to the element
of property safeguarding.

Before we install our doors,
we test our products at our
laboratories, this allows us
to provide customers with
the reassurance of a highly
secure door, as well as finely
crafted and designed doors.

At Y Secure we believe that
secure doors are an important
aspect to provide customers
with peace of mind, as well
as an aspect of the home that
should be well crafted and
beautifully designed.

“Beautifully Secured”
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This is why at Y Secure our
bespoke security doors are
not only created with the
highest
quality
material,
securitymechanisms,
but
are well designed to allow
ustomers to own custom,
stylish and highly secure doors.
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Security Doors
Y Secure can provide custom
designed security doors to
your
exact
specifications
meeting both your functional
and aesthetic requirements.
All doors are not only tested for
intruder protection, but also
for fire and heat resistance.
All our doors come standard
with an effective sound proof
barrier reducing external
noise.
Our doors not only keep you
and your premises safe, but
they are also designed to be
aesthetically pleasing with our
various ranges from traditional
to contemporary modern.

You can choose from a range
of locking mechanisms from
manual, electronic key fob,
and finger print (biometric)
technology.
A Y Secure security door will
protect your property from
an intruder using heavy duty
tools. A Y Secure standard
door was designed by applying
extensive research of methods
of burglary and all possible
methods of forced entry.

When you buy a Y Secure door,
you will receive professional
service from your initial
consultation,
design
&
installation to our premium
aftercare.
Every door has a solid stainless
steel structure, with multipoint lock mechanisms that are
protected with drill resistant
plates.
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Beautiful Security
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Classic Designs
“Modern Security”
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Classic Designs
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Carvings
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Individualise
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Security to Suit You

From a Victorian replica
or a customised design,
our manufacturing plant in
Bedfordshire has the latest
in cutting edge technology
that can incorporate our
3D designs and Auto CAD
drawings to turn your ideas
into reality.

Your Shape
Your Style
Our Security.

Whether it be a standard
or an extreme complex
design, all specifications are
manufactured to the highest
standards.

“You do not need to negotiate on style
and we will not negotiate on quality and security.”
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For Your Maximum Security
The YSM-1 Lock is a top of the range in security parameters for all classes of certification.
Our locks are continually tested to check their quality, and to ensure they have been
designed and manufactured to guarantee durability and effectiveness over time.
The YSM-1 lock comes with keys which cannot be reproduced. Even the installers key
is de-activated once the primary users set is first used. Your personalised card provides
unique details for replacement keys. The YSM-1 cylinder has a protection against lock
picking and lock bumping. The armoured locks are protected by two drill resistant
manganese plates. On the lock side, there are 5 locking bolts and two additional bolts
directed upwards and downwards. On the hinge side their are a further 2 locking bolts.
Each bolt is protected by a steel sleave in the door frame.

Y Secures X Key is a keyless entry system which is operated via a digital transponder in the
form of a key Fob. Simply touch the electronic key fob to the door entry system, which will
retract the motorised locks.
There is no need to use a manual key. The door can be opened from the inside
by a simple electronic push button mechanism.

The EF Scanner fingerprint entry system offers the ultimate in biometric security, offering
a convenient, affordable, safe and reliable solution. The scanner analyses each finger print
swipe to provide a unique thermal signature, which trans codes into a digital signature
to open the door. Up to 99 fingerprints can be programmed to the door, with additional
functions such as activation of silent alarm. The EF scanner system operates a quality
management system in compliance with EN ISO 9001:2008 and is certified accordingly.

Every door has a solid stainless steel structure, with multipoint
lock mechanisms that are protected with drill resistant plates.
You can choose from a range of locking mechanisms from manual,
electronic key fob, and finger print (biometric) technology.
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Invisible Security Chain
There are numerous door protection measures allowing safe and secure entrance to your
property. One of the most common is the door security chain which has one end secured
to the door panel and another to the door frame. As secure as one might think these are,
they have a common security defect as they are visible and easily accessible from the outside.
When the door is open with the safety chain in place, intruders can make an attempt of cutting
such a chain, or simply by using minimal force to obtain entry. This security measure is also
considered to have aesthetic disadvantages.
Taking into account these obvious defects, Y Secure has an innovative solution in place
overcoming both the aesthetics and the security drawbacks of a traditional security chain.
Our invisible security chain is installed in the internal cavity of the door panel, hence the
reason it is invisible. The door panel is linked with the casing not by a chain but with metal
bars sliding into respective openings in the top and bottom of the casing.
The invisible safety chain substantially increases the door resistance against attempts of
forced entry. The tests of breaking the invisible security chain carried out in the laboratory,
resulted in the deformation of the metal bars at an concentrated load at the locks exceeding
an incredible 530 kg.

70% of burglaries happen
through the front door.
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Testing & Certification
Certification
A Y Secure security door will
protect your property from
an intruder using heavy duty
tools.

Sounds Insulation
Water Tightness Class

A Y Secure standard door
was designed by applying
extensive research of methods
of burglary and all possible
methods of forced entry.
A Y Secure door provides
excellent sound and thermal
insulation and therefore is
suitable for both residential
and commercial properties.

43db Rw
3A

Thermal Insulation

1.5W (m2K)

Burglary Resistance

EN1627:2011 WK3
Class 3

Resistance to Wind

C5

Air Permeability Class

5

Fire Resistance
Resistance to repeated opening and closing

EI/30
200,000 Cycles

“Maximum Security”
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Bi-Fold & Sliding Doors
A captivating design
aimed at the refined and
conscientious, aïr offers
a world of boundless
possibilities.
Our range has been created
to offer classic design and
robust longevity whatever
the location. Harness the
technology and beauty of aïr
to create harmony and an
enduring legacy.
aïr is designed to be
impressive – we have quite
simply thought of everything.
Our dependable and welljudged product specifications
offer customers the kind of
details they crave.
Multiple
configurations
and
functionality
offer
problem-solving
solutions
and
boundless
design
specifications.
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Tested to the utmost extreme,
aïr is precision-built to
endure the most demanding
environments.
Our range of aluminium doors
offer exceptional weather,
security, insulation and noise
reduction capabilities that
can stand years of daily use.
Extreme testing, specialist
engineering
processes
and inspired workmanship
enables the timeless essence
of our products to shine
through in all conditions.
Combining incredible form
and function, aïr endures
like all the best things in life.
Blending beauty and utility
have long been the hallmarks
of
the
most
creative
individuals of our time.
Our bi-fold and lift & slide
doors are design classics that
will stand the test of time.

From quirky and unusual
architectural requirements to
designs for extreme locations,
our products are coveted by
those with an eye for detail
and a love of creativity.
Discreet and unobtrusive – we
offer inspired solutions and
boundless opportunities that
will enrich any environment.
The world of bi-fold and lift &
slide doors can all seem very
bland and rather boring. aïr
is different. aïr doors are not
only extreme with regards to
performance values, but are
also impressive, refined and
captivating in terms of design,
technology and aesthetic
appeal.
Constructed to endure and
sustain the daily rigours of
modern living, and climate
change. What we offer here
is the dedication of countless
hours of testing and cutting
edge engineering.
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A Breath of Fresh aïr
Number of times cycle test
doors opened and closed =

50,000
= 277 Years of normal use
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Burglary Resistant Windows
A home is burgled every
40 seconds in the UK...
Don't be a statistic.
All of our burglar resistant windows have laminated glass that is internally beaded as standard.
Laminated glass is a type of safety glass that holds together if shattered. In the event of a
break in, the glass is held together by an inter layer, typically PVB (polyvinyl butyryl) or EVA
(ethylene vinyl acetate), between its two or more layers of glass.

"When the going gets tough,
our glass gets tougher."

The inter layer keeps the glass bonded even when broken and its high strength prevents the
glass from breaking up into sharp pieces. This produces a characteristic "spider web" cracking
pattern when the impact is not enough to completely pierce the glass.

Windows are considered to be an easy point of entry for intruders.
Y Secure offers a wide range of highly secure burglar resistant windows which can be used in
diverse environments including domestic as well as commercial environments. Our styles range
from traditional, classic to modern/contemporary, enhancing the security of your property
without compromising the aesthetic appeal.
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Laminated Glass

Laminated, glass has proven to
be an excellent barrier to noise,
having a higher sound reduction
than your standard double
glazing.
Another benefit of laminated
glass is the ability to control
UV radiation. The major cause
of deterioration and fading of
furnishings and pictures is the
chemical reaction caused by
short-wavelength UV radiation.
UV-absorbing additives in the
interlayer in laminated glass
can screen out almost all these
damaging rays.
All Y Secure windows are
individually made to order,
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assembled and tested in our
dedicated factory to provide a
totally secured, cosy, thermally
efficient and sound proofed
interior for your home and
business.

We pride ourselves in being able
to develop and deliver windows
that display a high degree of
resistance against the use of
various tools that are used for
intrusions and break-ins.

If your home or business is
located in a conservation area,
Y Secure has the advanced
capability of reproducing like
for like doors and windows
with the enhanced security
characteristics included.

From hammers to Chisels
and even bullets, our range
of windows at YSecure can
withstand the pressure from all
such tools and equipment.

This applies to any existing
sash, fixed frame and casement
windows, right down to the
tiniest detail.
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CCTV

Installing a CCTV system to
your property not only reduces
the risk of burglary, but also
ensures that an attempted
intrusion is caught on camera.
The prosecution rates for
businesses and homeowners
using CCTV is many times
higher than those without.
If you are unfortunate enough
to be a victim of crime, there
will be a strong chance of
detection and conviction.

The
technology
behind
security equipment these days
is incredibly advanced.
Y Secure use High Definition
(HD)
1080p
cameras
throughout
our
range,
ensuring crystal clear capture
of real time footage.

Y CCTV?

All video is stored on a
DVR which can be accessed
remotley from your mobile
phone, computer or tablet.

- Monitor vulnerable family
members remotely.

- Remotely view your home
or business from anywhere
in the world.
- Deter
burglars.

vandals

and

- Reduce overall crime
around your premises.
- Protect your commercial
inventory.
- Reduce your insurance
premiums with selected
insurers.

The increase in criminal activities in this day and age calls for a robust security arrangement
around your home and business. More and more people are securing their properties with the
installation of home CCTV cameras.
Being a leading security company, we at Y Secure provide bespoke security solutions that address
your requirements as well as budget. We offer advanced CCTV security systems at excellent
prices. Installing CCTV cameras, enables you to monitor your property remotely from anywhere
in the world.
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Telephone:
01707 800 251
Email:
Info@ysecure.co.uk
Website:
www.ysecure.co.uk

Address:
Unit 60
Enterprise Centre,
Cranborne Road,
Potters Bar,
EN6 3DQ

